Characterization of four conventional dendritic cell subsets in human skin-draining lymph nodes in relation to T-cell activation.
To increase (tumor) vaccine efficacy, there is an urgent need for phenotypic and functional characterization of human dendritic cell (DC) subsets residing in lymphoid tissues. In this study we identified and functionally tested 4 human conventional DC (cDC) subsets within skin-draining sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs) from early-stage melanoma patients. These SLNs were all tumor negative and were removed on average 44 days after excision of the primary melanoma. As such, they were considered representative of steady-state conditions. On comparison with skin-migrated cDC, 2 CD1a(+) subsets were identified as most likely skin-derived CD11c(int) Langerhans cells (LC) with intracellular langerin and E-cadherin expression or as CD11c(hi) dermal DCs with variable expression of langerin. Two other CD1a(-) LN-residing cDC subsets were characterized as CD14(-)BDCA3(hi)CD103(-) and CD14(+)BDCA3(lo)CD103(+), respectively. Whereas the CD1a(+) skin-derived subsets displayed greater levels of phenotypic maturation, they were associated with lower levels of inflammatory cytokine release and were inferior in terms of allogeneic T-cell priming and IFNγ induction. Thus, despite their higher maturation state, skin-derived cDCs (and LCs in particular) proved inferior T-cell activators compared with the CD1a(-) cDC subsets residing in melanoma-draining LNs. These observations should be considered in the design of DC-targeting immunotherapies.